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KINGSLEY PARK PARTNERS

KP 10’s Victory Command under Savroop Singh

Scores turn out for partnerships’

to see Victory Command and Seductive

Moment (both KP10) cantering with The

Originals’ Mister Chiang and

Highclere’s Showroom, while KP12’s

Winged Spur cantered with KP8’s

Diviner.

Lastly, partners made their way back

over to the arena to see KP11’s Fountain

of Youth colt out of Art of Gold and all

three KP14 yearlings. This trio of colts

making up the KP14 team were

purchased by Mark at the BBAG

Yearling Sale in Germany in late August,

and Mark explained that having been

broken in and ridden away, all three had

been put back in the field for four weeks. 

Everyone agreed that the colts had

clearly thrived for the experience. The

colts are all related in some way to

horses who have raced for JOhnston

Racing with credit – the Brazen Beau

colt out of Malpas Missile, is a half-

brother to Renfrew Street; the Planteur

colt out of Croisiere is a half-brother to

HUGE gathering of partners

descended on Kingsley Park

last month to view the horses

associated with a number of our

partnerships, old and new. 

Such has been the reaction to the

success of our existing partnerships, and

in particular KP10, that our new

partnership offers have been eagerly

snapped up. As a result, around 70

people were welcomed to Kingsley Park

by Mark, Deirdre and Charlie.

After the partners were fortified with

hot drinks on a cold morning, everyone

made their way across the yard to view

the horses. In the arena, KP 13’s New

Approach colt out of Karen’s Caper and

KP11’s Dream Ahead colt out of Petits

Potins were working on the long rein

under the watchful eyes of staff

members Paddy Trainor and Hayley

Kelly respectively.  

Commentary

Moving over to the trotting ring,

partners were able to get a close-up view

of KP13’s remaining colts, Slade Power

out of Shirley Blake and Dawn

Approach out of Shanooan, and KP11’s

Gleneagles filly out of Crossover, while

Mark gave a brief commentary on each

horse.

Out on the gallops partners were able

Interested

in becoming

a KP

partner?

Only a few

shares left

in KP 14.

Visit our

website for

more info
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KP partners look on with interest as four partnership yearlings are 
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HIP NEWS
morning

INGED SPUR is a three-

year-old filly by the Derby

winner, Motivator, out of

the Mark of Esteem mare, Mark of An

Angel. Racing for the Kingsley Park

Owners Club this season, she has won

four of her 16 starts, winning in

handicap

company at

Ripon (twice),

Bath and

Redcar, over

distances of a

mile and a mile

and a quarter.

She has also

been placed

second twice

and third twice

this year.

Her latest

win, on October

6, when she drew clear of 14 rivals to

win by almost four lengths at Redcar,

saw Winged Spur’s official rating rise

to 82. Looking at her pedigree, there’s

every chance that she will stay further.

Her sire, Motivator, not only won the

Derby and the Dante Stakes, he has

also produced the mighty Treve, twice

a winner of the Prix de l’Arc de

Triomphe, and a decent stayer in the

shape of the Doncaster Cup winner,

Pallasator.

Mark of An Angel raced only four

times in Ireland, but was Group 3-

placed at

Leopardstown as a

juvenile. Her 2013

foal, Queen

Blossom, won the

Group 3 Park

Express Stakes

over a mile at the

Curragh as a

three-year-old

before going on to

land the Grade 3

Santa Barbara

Stakes earlier this

year at five,

over a mile and a half on turf at Santa

Anita.

Galitello, as a yearling, was

allocated to the Kingsley Park 6

partnership. An Intello colt out of the

Daylami mare, Coventina, he was

gelded last summer and only made his

racecourse

debut at the end

of September,

towards the end

of his three-

year-old season.

Third on two

of his three

starts this

autumn,

Galitello clearly

stays a mile and

a half already.

Yet to make his

handicap debut,

he will hopefully start on a reasonable

mark and hopes are high that he will

be able to build on the promise of

these early runs.

Intello, a son of Galileo, was third

in the Poulains, first in the Jockey-

Club and third in the Arc behind

Treve, on his sole start over a mile and

a half. 

He already has a Group 1 winner to

his name in Intellogent, winner of the

Prix Jean Prat this summer at

Deauville.

Coventina was a dual scorer,

winning over two

miles at

Newmarket as a

three-year-old. In

the paddocks, she

has produced six

winners,

including the dual

Kingsley Park

winner

Celestation (7f

and 10f) and the

November

Handicap winner,

Conduct.

W

Winged Spur with Chelsie Butler 

KP 12 raring to go!
We can now confirm that the two horses allocated to our new
‘Ready To Run’ partnership are Winged Spur and Galitello.
Both horses were acquired by Mark for the partnership at
the recent Horses-in-Training Sales, and will be familiar to
followers of Kingsley Park’s fortunes.Masham Star; and the Casamento colt

is out of Mambo Rhythm, who raced

successfully for the Around The World

Partnership.

With so many partners in attendance,

Mark and Deirdre had arranged for

lunch to be served in the Key Centre in

Middleham. Having enjoyed a glass of

bubbly on arrival, partners settled

down to listen to Mark’s report on how

the various partnerships and their

horses had performed over the last 12

months. 

KP10 had fared so well from a

financial point of view that Mark felt

the need to remind new partners that it

would be wise to regard that as the

exception rather than the rule!

ARK revealed that it is

possible KP10’s Victory

Command may head to

Dubai for the upcoming Carnival with

a view to running in the UAE 2,000

Guineas. He explained that if a horse

runs at least twice at the Carnival the

Emirates Racing Association covers the

costs involved in sending the horse to

Dubai.

After Mark had answered a variety

of questions, all enjoyed a fine buffet

lunch in good company as we looked

ahead to another fantastic year for our

partnerships.

M

 shown in the arena
Galitello and Mairead Heap


